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Fairlight has developed an incredibly powerful
loop-based music production tool that enables you
to create up to 128 MIDI tracks and record
multiple audio instruments and effects
simultaneously. While the software is a bit
complex and difficult to master for beginners,
those who are willing to learn the advanced
features will appreciate the production
capabilities. MAGIX Music Maker is a music
software which is incredibly easy-to-use yet can
produce professional quality music. Not only can
you create a musical piece, you can easily edit it
once it is created. This music software will make it
possible for anyone to compose, produce and
share their compositions. This is music software
that will be completely suitable for those who are
interested in learning and producing music. MAGIX
Music Maker 2016 includes many great new
features that will take your creativity to the next
level. Some of the features include: 16 virtual
pads with loop functionality and editable sets for
Hip Hop, Trap and Techno Capture music from
your iPhone and iPad over Wi-Fi using the free
MAGIX Audio Remote app for iPhone and iPad Add
your own vocals and edit them with the new Edit
function Use multiple audio files at the same time
and mix them to create new sound files Make
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music with SoundCloud and upload to SoundCloud
from within the program Create songs, remix and
record music into the built-in drum machine or
with 16 professional loops Capture music from
your smartphone and record it directly into a song
Organise your compositions, loops and other
sounds to create different sets Save your songs,
playlists, projects and production methods so you
can easily retrieve them later Add instant FX,
loads of new instruments, and effects and add
your own melodies and harmonies in the new
harmony function Add additional layers of
instruments to your songs and loops Edit many
and different types of loops from 8, 16 and 32 bar
Perform and share your songs and remixes online
on SoundCloud and Facebook in seconds
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